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Abstra t
Probabilisti

graphs, su h as Bayesian belief networks, are useful tools for

oherent representation of un ertain knowledge.

They are based on the sound

foundations of probability theory and they readily
data with expert assessments.

ombine available frequen y

When extended with measures of desirability

of out omes, utilities, they support de ision making. This paper des ribes our
work in progress on appli ation of Bayesian belief networks to diagnosis of liver
disorders.

We dis uss our initial model and how it was

onstru ted, in luding

both its stru ture and parametrization.
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Introdu tion

Some of the earliest Arti ial Intelligen e (AI) approa hes to medi al diagnosis were
based on Bayesian and de ision-theoreti s hemes. DiÆ ulties in obtaining and representing quantities of numbers and both the omputational and representational
omplexity of probabilisti s hemes aused a long-lasting departure from these approa hes. Only fairly re ently, development of probabilisti graphi al models, su h as
Bayesian belief networks and losely related in uen e diagrams, has aused a renewed
interest in applying probability theory in intelligent systems (see [6℄ for an a essible
overview of de ision-analyti methods in AI). Today, Bayesian belief networks are
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su essfully applied to a variety of problems, in luding ma hine diagnosis, user interfa es, natural language interpretation, planning, vision, roboti s, data mining, and
many others (for examples of su essful real world appli ations of Bayesian networks,
see Mar h 1995 spe ial issue of the Communi ations of ACM). In this paper, we des ribe our work in progress on appli ation of Bayesian networks to diagnosis of liver
disorders. We dis uss di erent opportunities and diÆ ulties presented by availability
of a ri h data set of past patient ases. Our work so far fo used on reating a simple
diagnosti model that we hope to re ne and test by the time of the onferen e.
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Bayesian Belief Networks

A Bayesian belief network (also referred to as Bayesian network, belief network, probabilisti network or ausal network) onsists of a qualitative part, en oding a domain's
variables and the probabilisti in uen es among them in a dire ted graph, and a
quantitative part, en oding the joint probability distribution over these variables.1 .
Ea h node of the graph represents a random variable and ea h ar a dire t dependen e between two variables. Formally, the stru ture of the dire ted graph is a
representation of a fa torization of the joint probability distribution. As many fa torizations are possible, there are many possible graphs that are apable of en oding the
same joint probability distribution. Of these, those that minimize the number of ar s
are preferred. From the point of view of knowledge engineering, graphs that re e t
the ausal stru ture of the domain are espe ially onvenient | they normally re e t
expert's understanding of the domain, enhan e intera tion with a human expert at
the model building stage and are readily extendible with new information. Finally,
ausal models fa ilitate user insight on e a model is employed. This is important
in all those systems that aid de isions and ful ll in part a training role, like most
diagnosti systems.
Quanti ation of a Bayesian network onsists of prior probability distributions over
those variables that have no prede essors in the network and onditional probability
distributions over those variables that have prede essors. These probabilities an easily in orporate frequen y data and, where these are not available, expert judgment.
As a probabilisti graph represents expli itly independen es among model variables,
it allows for representing a full joint probability distribution by a fra tion of numbers that would be required if no independen es were known. It should be stressed
here that Bayesian networks are apable of representing any independen es, not only
those assumed to exist in early Bayesian systems. In parti ular, a domain where no
independen es exist, will be represented orre tly by a Bayesian network that is a
omplete graph. Every independen e leads to omiting an ar from the graph and
leads to signi ant redu tions of the numbers needed to fully quantify the domain.
The most important type of reasoning in Bayesian networks is knows as belief
updating, and amounts to omputing the probability distribution over variables of
interest onditional on other, observed variables. In other words, the probability
1 The

reader is re ommended the books by Pearl [11℄, Neapolitan [10℄, or papers by Cooper [3℄,

Charniak [2℄, or Matzkevi h and Abramson [9℄ as general introdu tions to Bayesian belief networks.
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distribution over the model variables is adjusted for a parti ular ase, in whi h some of
the model variables assume given values. While belief updating in Bayesian networks
is in the worst ase NP-hard [4℄, there are several very eÆ ient algorithms apable of
updating beliefs in networks on the order of hundreds of variables within se onds (this
depends strongly on the topology of the network | roughly speaking, the sparser a
network, the shorter it takes to update).
It is fair to say that Bayesian belief networks are a high-level language for stru turing un ertain knowledge. An important advantage of probabilisti networks is their
lear semanti s, that allows for them to be used in a variety of tasks in intelligent
systems.
3

The HEPAR Proje t

In this paper we analyse the medi al database from the omputer system HEPAR,2
whi h was designed and build a few years ago in the Institute of Bio yberneti s and
Biomedi al Engineering Polish A ademy of S ien es in o-operation with do tors from
the Medi al Center of Postgraduate Edu ation. The system omprises the hepathologi al patients from the Gastroenterologi al Clini of the Institute of Food and Feeding
in Warsaw. The HEPAR system is urrently used in this Clini and its database is
being steadily enlarged.
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A Bayesian Belief Network Model for Liver Disorders

The starting point for building our model was the HEPAR proje t and its database
of patient ases.
This database in ludes the data from 570 patient re ords, ea h of these re ords is des ribed by 119 features (binary or ontinuous) and ea h re ord belongs to one of 17th
liver disorders. In this database we an distinguish a few feature groups: symptoms
and ndings volunteered by the patient, obje tive eviden e observed by the physi an
and laboratory tests.
On a ount of a large number of the features, before we onstru ted our network
model, we had ondu ted the data redu tion, i.e. a feature sele tion and a dis retization of the ontinuous variables. The redu tion of the feature dimensionality usually
yields the e onomi bene ts, and at the same time lead to removing the redundant
and irrelevant features.
We have sele ted a subset of features present in the data set to onstru t a Bayesian
belief network model for diagnosis of liver disorders. The following se tions des ribe
the stru ture of our model, dis retization of ontinuous variables, and learning the
parameters of the model (prior and onditional probability distributions) from the
HEPAR database.
2 Hepar

|

omputer system for diagnosis support and data analysis [1℄.
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4.1

Network Stru ture

Among 119 features in the database we have sele ted 37 features. First of all we have
eliminated the features with the missing values (or mostly missing). In our feature
sele tion we have onsidered also the expert knowledge (our expert has indi ated these
variables, whi h have a signi ant, diagnosti weight), and the statisti al dependen ies
between the variables. We have taken into onsideration the dependen ies between
de ision variable and the other features.
Our urrent network stru ture is omprised of 38 variables: the disorder variable
with 17 out omes and 37 other variables, in luding both symptoms and risk fa tors
for the di erent disorders. Please note that similarly to the HEPAR proje t team we
assumed that a patient appearing in the lini has at most one disorder.
The stru ture of our urrent model is shown in Figure 1. It models reasonably
intera tions among the modeled variables.
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Figure 1: The stru ture of the model.
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4.2

Dis retization of Continuous Variables

While the underlying formalism of Bayesian networks allows both dis rete and ontinuous variables, all known diagnosti algorithms for Bayesian networks deal with
models ontaining only dis rete variables. In order to take advantage of these algorithms, it is ne essary to dis retize ontinuous variables. Our dis retization is based
on expert opinion that variables su h as urea, bilirubin, or blood sugar have essentially low, normal, high, and very high values. We all this dis retization the gold
standard dis retization. Our program for learning the network parameters uses the
dis retization prepared in a data le that lists the intervals for ea h of the ontinuous
variables used. This data le an ontain gold standard dis retization obtained from
the expert but it an also be prepared with dis retizations produ ed by various mahine learning algorithms, su h as those implemented in the ma hine learning library
of Kohavi et al. [8℄. In fa t, we have prepared four di erent dis retizations of all
ontinuous parameters in the HEPAR database: (1) equal width intervals, (2) equal
width intervals with S-plus histogram binding algorithm [13℄, (3) OneR dis retizer [7℄,
and (4) the entropy maximization heuristi [5℄. We plan to test the e e ts of di erent
dis retizations on the a ura y of our model.
4.3

Learning the Probabilities

Given a stru ture of the model, the spe i ation of the desired dis retization, and the
HEPAR data le, our program learns the parameters of the network, i.e., prior probabilities of all nodes without prede essors and onditional probabilities of all nodes
with prede essors, onditional on these prede essors. Prior probability distributions
are simply relative ounts of various out omes for ea h of the variables in question.
Conditional probability distributions are relative ounts of various out omes in those
data re ords that ful ll the onditions des ribed by every ombination of the out omes
of the prede essors.
We would like to make two remarks here. The rst is that the HEPAR database
ontains many missing measurements. We interpreted the missing measurements as
possible values of the variables in question. This interpretation requires some are
when using our system. We assume namely that the fa t that a measurement was not
taken is meaningful | the physi ian did not nd taking the measurement appropriate.
The meaning of the thus onstrued out ome unmeasured is in this way equivalent to
a measured value of the variable.
The se ond remark on erns the a ura y of the learned parameters. While prior
probabilities an be learned reasonably a urately from a database of 570 re ords,
onditional probabilities present more of a hallenge. In ase there are several variables
dire tly pre eeding a variable in question, individual ombinations of their values may
be very unlikely to the point of being absent in the data le. Generally, onditional
probabilities learned from a data le of this size are not very reliable and need to
be veri ed by an expert. There is mu h ane dotal ad some empiri al eviden e [12℄
that impre ision in probabilities has only small impa t on the diagnosti a ura y of
a Bayesian belief network system. This remains to be tested in our system.
5
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Future Work

Our work is in its initial stage. The urrent model is our rst attempt at apturing the
intera tions among most essential variables in the domain of liver disorders. De ision
analyti approa h is usually far from being a one-shot pro ess in whi h a model is
build and used. Usually, the initial model is re ned iteratively in whi h methods su h
as sensitivity analysis indi ate those parts of the model that need further re nement.
Our initial model ontains several simplifying assumptions that redu ed the number
of expert eli itations and also allowed to learn the parameters from our data le more
reliably. We plan to subje t our model to several re nement rounds that will be
ulminated by a rigorous performan e test that should be ompleted by the time of
the onferen e.
One of the rst steps will involve di erent dis retizations of the ontinuous variables. The urrent dis retization is rather rough and is based on ommon sense values
for the parameters obtained from our expert. We plan to ompare the diagnosti a ura y for di erent dis retizations listed in Se tion 4.2 and our urrent gold standard
dis retization oming from our expert.
In the long run, we plan to enhan e our model with an expli it representation of
diagnosti de isions and utilities of orre t and in orre t diagnoses. This will make
our model sensitive to possibly high disutility of missing major disorders that require
immediate attention, su h as ar inomas.
6

Con lusion

We des ribed a Bayesian belief network model for diagnosis of liver disorders. The
model in ludes 17 liver disorders and 37 features, su h as important symptoms and
risk fa tors. Given a patient's ase, i.e., observation of values of any subset of the 37
features, the model omputes the posterior probability distribution over the possible
17 liver disorders. This probability an be dire tly used in diagnosti de isions. The
resear h and the model des ribed in this paper are in their early stages. The model,
in parti ular, will be re ned and tested rigorously on the available data by the time
of the onferen e.
We would like to remark that the model output, probability distribution over the
possible disorders, is something that internists are used to and know how to interprete.
Sin e our model follows reasonably the stru ture of the domain, and its output has a
sound and unambiguous meaning, we hope that in addition to its value as a diagnosti
aid, it will be useful in training beginning diagnosti ians.
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